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Duck Blind
 
Imagine, if you will:
 
Captain Charles Branson, commander of the Interstellar Liner Freedom,
tugged at the tight, crisp collar of his bright white tunic uniform. It was
unusual for a man so young (he was just 30 years old) to be given the
command of a space cruiser, but then, while Freedom was no ordinary
space liner, Branson was no ordinary Captain. As a matter of detail,
“Captain” Charlie Branson was lately a rather well-paid former cabin
steward, whose greatest achievement in his former professional career
while working on an ocean liner in the Bahamas, was to dive over the side
of the ship to rescue a wealthy passenger’s dog that had fallen overboard.
It was a tea-cup Yorkie. He landed right on top of it. It bit him. The end.
 
Or not.
 
Many times in his life, he wished it had been. From there though, his story
got progressively worse. At least for a while. After realizing that the only
way he was going to advance up the company hierarchy was by sleeping
with the Captain – and Branson didn’t like older men, at least not that
much – he quit that lark to try his hand at being a landlubber. He drifted
from one dead-end job to another for a while. Finally, just about three
years previously, while auditioning for a promising part in a porno flick,
Mr. Branson happened to run into a guy who had big ideas. Er – about
business, that is. After spending a good deal of time explaining his ideas to
Branson, Phil Potts (yes, his name really was Potts) convinced him to join
him in his venture. Potts was very skinny and wore thick glasses, so
Branson assumed – naturally – that he was very intelligent and knew what
he was talking about. Fortunately, for once, Charlie was correct. Potts was
a lifelong computer nerd and a sci-fi fan – and he had some pretty
impressive ideas about what he wanted to do with his life – and it didn’t
include using the unprofessional-sounding name of ‘Bryan Stinky Crotch’
(his middle name – and his first pet was a skunk, and he actually lived on
Crotch Street) – or being recorded while doing it.
 



Of course, it took a while to raise the kind of capital they needed to get
started – augmented by the contributions of a few savvy investors who
recognized the future when they saw it, and not forgetting the last resort of
the eternally optimistic – crowd-funding. Between that and securing some
actual loans from banks and several forward-looking corporations in the
entertainment industry, Phil and Charlie managed to scrape enough dosh
together to start a small yet ambitious venture optimistically called
Interstellar Vacations LLC.
 
Now, just three years later, Interstellar Vacations was up and running – and
had already upgraded its services and facilities at least once. It was safe to
say that even at this early stage, IV was already bigger than any other
interstellar cruise line on Earth. Bigger even, than say, Virgin. Or Quantas.
Or Pan American… and they didn’t even offer interstellar cruises. At least
not yet.

 
Okay, hang on a minute – it seems we’re getting a little ahead of ourselves
here – you’re probably thinking ‘how the hell could a couple of second-
raters like these guys start an interstellar space line?’ Right? I don’t
blame you – but as was suggested earlier, things were not what they
seemed to be… Not at all.

 
The Freedom was in actuality not a real space ship. That is to say, it was
neither a ship in any sense, nor was it capable of leaving the planet Earth –
or even of lifting off its non-existent launch pad! This was only 2025 after
all, and interstellar travel hadn’t even been invented yet. Strictly speaking,
neither had space tourism – that is, unless you were thinking about those
rich fellas who paid the Russians and Chinese or that other British airline
owner millions of dollars for a quick flip up to the edge of the atmosphere
in one of their quaint chemical-fuelled rockets, or signed up for a one-way
trip to Mars in some untested interplanetary ‘ark’ built by the lowest
bidder and using engines everybody with a science degree insisted
shouldn’t work but which mysteriously did anyway.

 
Branson, like his business partner, saw no real future in that last option at
all. For one thing, those making the one-way trip to the red planet had no
intentions of making a profit from their investments – they intended on



starting over, by divorcing Earth and the rest of the human race, taking
everything they would need with them, including the fish tank. Anyway,
since none of those hopefuls had even got so much as an actual crew
assembled or a rocket off the ground yet, IV had no real competition to
speak of. Besides, a future without any money in it – without substantial
amounts of money in it (or luxuries to spend it on) – held no attraction at
all to investors not actually going on the trip! Especially if nothing would
be coming back to Earth from Mars, such as rare and expensive minerals
in copious amounts, or something – anything – that could be marketed to
the masses to increase their wealth on Earth – or people who had changed
their minds and wanted to weasel out of a one way ticket!

 
To come back to the Freedom, as has been pointed out, it was not an actual
space ship – it was in point of fact, a giant, completely Earth-bound
simulator. Yes, like one of those awkward looking boxes on hydraulic
struts with big-screen TV’s over the windows used to train jumbo-jet and
shuttle pilots, or by air-crash investigators to figure out why the black box
was the only thing left of the plane – only, much, much more advanced!
 
The entire ‘ship’ was basically a kind of set enclosed within a large
warehouse building – which also included a lobby and reception area,
departures and arrivals lounge reminiscent of an international airport (the
space port), several restaurants, gift shops, and even a small casino and
motel. All of these operated on the same financial footing as shops at
airport terminals, i.e. overpriced, exclusive and subject to interesting tax
laws. Meanwhile, the space between the departure/arrival area and the part
of the set that was the space liner Freedom was occupied by another small
simulator that was meant to be a shuttle intended to carry the paying
clients (naturally) back and forth between the ship and the space port
terminal. At the far end of the set, on the other side of the Freedom, were a
few more sets, made to look like imaginary colony stop-overs on distant
worlds. Each had their own simulated tourist attractions, a few curio
shops, pubs and restaurants, and small hotels – all of which leads us to the
introduction of the third partner in this sordid tale of wanton greed and
unbridled ambition: Shaun Harris Junior, Junior. – an entrepreneur, a
business man.
 



Named after his late billionaire father (Shaun Harris Junior) Harris
represented the bulk of the money behind the whole operation that was IV.
While Potts knew about all the geeky stuff needed to make this thing
work, and Branson – well, Branson was good at parading around in a
fictitious space liner captain’s uniform and acting the part of a glorified
airline pilot and displaying his gleaming (porno) movie-star grin to paying
guests, and having made a substantial percentage of the initial investment
in this enterprise raised by …erm, perfectly legitimate means of course –
Shaun Harris Junior Jr. knew more about making money, getting returns on
an investment and managing a large tourist-oriented complex replete with
several hundred staff, than the others could hope to learn in two lifetimes!
In fact, Potts had said, if Junior-Junior – as many people referred to him –
were to change uniforms with Branson, he could probably pilot the
Freedom through a couple of pretty good, tight loopholes in tax law – and
might slip in a barrel-roll and a loop-de-loop while he was at it.

 
…All of which brings us to the present. It was early on a Saturday
morning, around nine, and the space port terminal was bustling with
tourists and people coming to meet them or see them off. The real
passengers about to depart on a week-long faux return voyage to
imaginary distant star systems were already lining up at the pretend
departure gate, carrying real hand luggage and small items for the duration
of the voyage, eagerly looking this way and that at the large display
windows, which were really obviously (to anyone who didn’t actually
believe this was all real) very large plasma TV screens custom made for
IV from the very latest, best the hottest brand names had to offer – hooked
up to a powerful computer network that ran the entire simulation.
 
Seemingly on the other side of the windows, there was a large expanse of
concrete, not unlike an airport, except that it had a lot of futuristic sci-fi-
looking oblong-shaped space ships standing on it in rows – all of them
naturally bore the IV logo. Little (simulated) figures were alighting from
busses and moving in queues toward waiting shuttles. Some of the little
figures – governed by A.I. – were smiling and waving at the terminal
building. Some of the tourists inside the terminal were waving back! It all
seemed very real – even to Charlie Branson, who sometimes actually
caught himself thinking he really was Captain of a space liner! It was



surprisingly very easy to get caught up in the illusion of it all, and
sometimes it was really hard to face the truth – that the only thing keeping
him out of his previous job as ‘Bryan Stinky Crotch’ was the uniform –
and that the rest of his life sucked flaccid donkey balls!

 
“Beautiful, isn’t it?” Said a male voice not far from Charlie’s ear. He
recognized it immediately.
“Gets me every time!” Said Charlie, smiling at the man about his age who
was standing beside him, wearing a regular dark blue business suit, white
collar shirt and sparkling yellow tie. The tie had a big gold pin stuck in it,
and the company logo formed part of the pattern in the material. The man
wore expensive-looking glasses, and a row of glinting gold and platinum
pens protruded from his suit jacket’s top pocket. Not many people still
used pens for actual writing anymore – but fancy pens made lovely
accessories for aspiring young billionaires.
 
“Another week away?” Phil Potts asked casually.
“Yeap.” Said Charlie casually, slowly rising to the tips of his toes and then
back down again, before placing the smart white officer’s peak cap on his
head. “Another trip out to Quantum Centauri! Just another day at the
office!”
“Well, have fun!” Potts smiled in parting, “Millions of jealous plebs out
there wish they could be in your shoes!”
 
The encouragement recharged Charlie’s flagging ego. It was quite true, he
thought, bathing in the warmth of the notion that hundreds of thousands of
over-worked, stressed-out, middle-aged executives would probably trade
their salaries, corner-offices and executive bathroom door keys – or
actually murder someone for his job in an instant!
“Yeah? Well, my shoes are occupied.” he grinned back, leaving.

 
Captain Branson walked through the crew entrance and down a corridor
that led him to the landing bay aboard the Freedom. It was a short-cut, and
anyway, crew members weren’t really supposed to travel by the simulated
shuttle – that was usually reserved for the passengers – and it cost money
to run the thing up and down its little monorail track every time! Wasting
a seat on a paid crewmember which could’ve been occupied by a paying



client was something that made a vein pulse on Sean Harris Junior Jr’s
forehead! The door at the end of the winding narrow corridor opened and
Charlie stepped out into the large room that was the simulated hangar bay.
Behind him, the door slid shut. From that side, the door was cunningly
disguised as a maintenance hatch convincingly marked “OFF LIMITS.
CREW ONLY”.

 
A couple of techs dressed in gray coveralls were leaning against a full-
sized mock-up of a parked shuttle, were waiting for the actual shuttle
simulator to arrive through the closed hangar bay doors – which would
open to let it in, gliding along its recessed rail, mounted on top of a
motorized trolley. As it did so, the “technicians” would start to act busy,
pretending to weld and perform futuristic maintenance tasks on the
simulated tech of the parked shuttle! Sparks would fly from the simulated
welder, and a smoke machine would belch smoke from a recessed vent –
all eye candy for the passengers as they disembarked!
 
Charlie had seen some guests actually drool once – rooted to the spot –
mesmerized at the sight of all the shiny flashy-flashies of simulated future
technology everywhere! One of the maintenance extras spotted him and
quickly straightened up. The other, whose back was toward him, turned to
look – and then stood up from the fake welding unit he’d been using as a
stool. It would make plenty of sparks and a buzzing noise when the user
pressed a switch – but it was as much a welder as its pretend-user was a
technician.

 
“Morning, Skipper.” The first chap greeted, nodding. The title was more
honorary than anything, since Charlie’s knowledge of all things nautical
just about covered which wrist to tie a string round to remember which
side was port and which was starboard – and besides, his status as a sort of
silent-partner in the upper echelons of the company was common
knowledge.
“Skipper.” Greeted the second.
“Morning.” Branson nodded in passing. “Killian, don’t sit on the props –
you know Junior-Junior’ll put your ass in a sling if he sees you!”
“Yes sir.” The Killian said respectfully. The other, meanwhile, made a fuss
about neatening his uniform coverall. He had to keep it clean for re-use



later on during the voyage, and in the meantime, Charlie knew, he’d have
to double as something else on the ship – a masseuse, or a waitron or
something of that order, wearing a different costume for each task, and
perhaps a different color wig, or a fake mustache or beard. This job was a
little like working on a flying stage and living in the back-rooms of a
theater for several days a week! In fact, sometimes Charlie Branson wasn’t
even sure who he was talking to half the time anymore!

 
Charlie passed through the shuttle bay set, exited through a mock-airlock,
and entered a corridor lined with a brass railing on either side and plush
blue carpets on the floor. Fancy, futuristic LED strip lighting transcended
anything he’d seen previously on ocean liners! It was nearly time for this
great big simulator to pretend to leave Earth orbit – and as Captain, his
place was on the bridge!
 
The interior of the ship was built on a sprung stage operated by hundreds
of active electronically controlled hydraulic pistons and rams to simulate
vibrations and small movements side-to-side and up and down. Nothing
more extreme than that had been built into the system, since everybody
knows, nothing ever goes wrong on space liners – and everything always
goes perfectly according to plan! Charlie rolled his eyes at the hubris of
the very notion!
 
“Skipper!” A busty young female dressed in a hostesses uniform greeted
and smiled at him as they passed each other at an intersection. Branson
nodded and smiled at whoever she was, and kept on going. For some
reason, he felt a little tense that morning, as though he couldn’t wait to get
the ship underway. It was different then, when they were among the
passengers – the pretense of being a real space ship captain surrounded by
real space ship crew took over – and he wasn’t a sad loser with little more
than a bank account in his name for a while.
 
Branson didn’t have much time to waste, he had to make a stop at his
cabin first to drop off his luggage, and then he’d have to report on the
bridge in time for departure. Pre-flight check – such as it was – was
usually finished by the time he arrived. In fact, he thought, checking his
watch – they’d just started about now, and he might still have time for a



cup of coffee before leaving for the bridge! The jug-kettle on the tiny
kitchenette counter boiled, and sitting beside it at the counter, Charlie
Branson reached out and poured himself a nice boiling cup of coffee. He
loosened his tie, and enjoyed it. Just before ten, he tightened his tie and
straightened it again, put on his cap, left his cabin, and made his way to
the bridge.
 
The bridge itself resembled a small private movie theater, with a large
screen against the front wall. On it, was displayed the slowly rotating
horizon of the planet Earth – a computer generated simulation. As the
bridge was sure to be a point of interest to the passengers, and bound to be
visited from time to time, the decision was made to keep it as authentic as
possible. While the bridge did allow them to navigate within the simulated
universe, the computer that ran the whole simulation was located
elsewhere in a separate control room. Control desks and consoles filled up
the space in the center of the bridge, facing the big screen, each with a
comfy-looking wheelie-chair behind it. Flat-screen displays and touch-
screens fitted into the consoles gave the whole thing a very convincing
futuristic look!
 
Some of the bridge team had already arrived and settled in, others were
still finding their feet, hanging up their jackets, or sipping a morning
cuppa java. They stood up respectfully as Charlie entered, and bombarded
him with a barrage of “morning, skippers”. There were four other crew
members present: Jim Sykes, an average sort of guy around 40 with short
blond hair, was his First Officer and Head of the Hospitality Department.
Francine McCain, a tall slender brunette, was cast as the Second Officer –
aka, navigator. The Third Officer – who sat at the helm control desk of
Freedom – happened to be a young man of Chinese-American origin by
the unusual and extremely unlikely name of Spock. That is, it was his last
name. In comparison to that, his first name was somewhat underwhelming
– John. He was John Spock, and his parents were Mary and Michael Spock
from New Glarus, Wisconsin. “Weird,” Charlie thought privately, before
cheerfully adding that John Spock was the best helmsman in the business –
even if the business was pretending to fly through space while wearing
snappy uniforms to impress the ladies!
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